The model used here captures the following behavior of non-unit-length messages in these networks. A message, while passing from a queue in one SE to another, will be the only message using its SE output. Message packets following the first packet enter the next-stage SE at, what amounts to, an arrival rate of one, tending to fill the queue there. Thus, the probability that the first packet of a message (the head packet) will find the next-stage queue full is lower than the corresponding probability for other packets in the message.
To capture this behavior, each stage is modeled by two state machines. One for the queue heads in a switching element, the head-of-line (HOL) model, the other for a single (entire) queue, the queue model. (Combined HOL/queue SE models have been used earlier, for example by Hui [2] to analyze networks with unit-length messages. The HOL and queue models here are different.) The HOL model encodes the state of the queues' head slots (whether the slot is empty or has a head or non-head packet, as well as its destination). It is used to find the distribution of these states, from which arrival and service rates for the queue models are computed. The queue model has two sets of states: one set is for queues into which a message is entering (that is, the head packet of the message has entered but the last packet, the [tail packet], has not yet entered), and one set of states is for queues into which no message is entering. Transitions for the HOL model are based, among other things, on the probability that a message using a switching-element output will end. Transitions are also based on the probability that there will be space in the next-stage queue given the type of packet, head or non-head. These space probabilities are determined from the queue model. These model the behavior described above.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section networkstructure and other preliminaries appear. The analysis is described in Section 3 [p. 4] Time is divided into cycles. A HOL packet will move to the next-stage queue (or network output) during a cycle if there is space and it wins contention for the needed crossbar output. There is always space at a network output. There is space in a queue if there is at least one slot free during the cycle. Any queue space vacated will be available at the next cycle. A non-head packet will always win contention. Otherwise, for each SE output link, one winner will be randomly chosen from those HOL packets needing the link.
TRAFFIC MODEL
The statistics of messages arriving at the network inputs are independent and identically -3- Message destinations are randomly chosen (once for each message) and uniformly distributed over all outputs. As a consequence of this destination distribution and the banyan network's structure, the link needed by a head packet entering a HOL slot will be uniformly distributed over the SE outputs. . Let H and H be two equivalent states. State transitions will be defined so that p j (H ) = p j (H ) for 1 j n, as will be explained below.
HOL-model transition probabilities will be specified as a product of HOL factors. For each HOL-model transition probability there are a HOL factors, one for each of the queues in a SE. Let the HOL factor associated with queue i in stage j for a transition from H t to H t+1 be denoted f j (H t ; H t+1 ; i) and let the HOL-model transition probability be denoted T j (H t ; H t+1 ). Then,
(1) 
where^is the conjunction operator, x)y is the logical implication operator, and 8 is the universal quantifier. (E.g., expression 8 0<i<9 x i is equivalent to x 1^x2^ ^x 8 .)
HOL factors for active queues are determined by the probability of space in the next stage, the probabilities that a HOL slot contains a head packet, non-head packet, or is empty, and the number of queues needing the same port. A queue which is not active is either empty or did not win contention. The HOL factor for the former case is based on the probability of an arrival to the queue, the HOL factor for the later case is 1. HOL-factor expressions will be given after arrival and space probabilities are introduced.
Define H;j to be the probability that a head packet in the HOL slot of an active stage-j queue will find space in its next-stage queue. Similarly, define H;j to be the probability that a non-head packet in the HOL slot of an active stage-j queue will find space in its next-stage queue.
Define v E;j to be the probability of head-packet arrival to an empty stage-j queue. Similarly, define v T;j to be the probability of head-packet arrival to a stage-j queue HOL slot given that the slot held a tail packet in the previous cycle.
-6- x denotes the number of packets in the queue. The symbol y = T if the last occupied slot holds the -7-tail packet of a message, y = T if the last occupied slot holds a non-tail packet of a message, and y = if x = 0. The probability that stage-j queue will be in state I x;y is denoted p j (I x;y ).
Queue-model transition probabilities are a function of arrival rate, service rate, and expected message length. Define s j to be the service rate, the probability that a stage-j HOL packet is able to move forward. Let r i;j , 0 i m, denote the arrival rate, the probability a new message will be ready to move into a stage-j queue given that the queue is in state I i;T or I 0; . Four distinct values of r i;j will be computed per queue: r 0;j for an empty queue, r m;j for a full queue, r m?1;j for a queue with one slot free, and r N;j for a queue with 1 to m ? 2 packets. For notational simplicity, r i;j , 0 < i < m ? 1, will be used for r N;j ; this will be called the normal queue arrival rate.
The stationary probabilities must satisfy the following equations: The quantity v T;j is computed so that the flow rate into a HOL slot is the network flow rate, . This traffic is divided into three components. Flow entering: an empty HOL slot, a HOL slot containing a head packet, and a HOL slot containing a non-head packet. Let H E be the set of states in which a particular queue HOL slot, say 1, is empty, H E = f H j H = H (( ;E);(d 2 ;l 2 );:::;(d a ;l a )) 2 H g. Let 
H2(H?H E ) p j (H) :
The empty-queue arrival probability is equivalent to the corresponding probability used in the HOL model, that is, r 0;j = v E;j . The normal queue arrival probability, r N;j , is found by considering the previous-stage HOL system. If a non-empty queue has less than m ? 1 items and the last occupied slot holds a tail packet then any packet that had entered the queue in the previous cycle was not blocked and had ended a message. This fact is used to obtain a previous-stage HOLsystem distribution which is in turn used to find the arrival probability. Let H H!1 be the set of states in which at least one HOL slot has a packet bound for a particular queue, say 1, and no HOL slot has a non-head packet bound for the queue. The expected waiting time is found by first computing, for 0 i < m, the waiting time, w i;j , for a head packet arriving at a stage-j queue that had i packets in the previous cycle. The The normalized delay is then P n j=1 w j =n. 
RESULTS
The analysis was tested by comparing its predictions against those of a simulator.
Comparisons of predicted throughput and delay were made for a variety of network and traffic models. Network size, arrival rate, queue size, switching-element size, and message size were varied.
The simulator uses the same network and traffic model as the analysis. Simulations were performed for 100,000 cycles; simulator output includes delay and throughput. Confidence intervals (95%) were computed assuming that simulator throughput and delay computed for a series of identical runs are normally distributed. The confidence intervals are extremely small. The analysis was performed for less than 1000 iterations in most cases. The number of iterations was chosen so that corresponding probabilities differed by less than 10 ?6 in the last two iterations of -13- each analysis.
The prediction of message-length effects on networks using 2 2 and 4 4 switching elements can be seen in Figure 2 . The figure shows the normalized throughput and delay for networks offered saturating traffic, that is, = 1. The effect of message size is clearly modeled.
As with other analyses of this type, the throughput is overestimated. The delay in simulated and analyzed systems closely match.
The prediction of delay at varying arrival rates for an average message length of 8 are plotted in Figure 3 (a). The delay computed closely matches simulations. At higher arrival rates the throughput computed (not shown) is too high. As can be seen in Figure 3 (b)the effect of queue size on network performance is predicted. In that figure, delay is plotted against queue size for (5; 2; m)
networks. Note that the queue size ranges from smaller-than to larger-than the average message length. Delay is accurately predicted for smaller queue sizes, but diverges for larger queues.
The effect of network size was also tested. As with unit-message-length analyses, the throughput prediction is increasingly overestimated as the number of stages increases. The delay prediction, in contrast, remains close to the delays obtained from simulation.
-14-
CONCLUSIONS
A geometrically distributed-message-length banyan-network analysis has been presented. This is one of the few banyan network analyses that consider anything other than fixed-length messages. This is of value because in real parallel computers and communication networks message sizes vary. In the analysis, the banyan-network switching elements are captured by two state models: one modeling a single queue, the other modeling all of a switching-element's queue heads. Banyan networks with finite queue sizes and arbitrary switching-element size can be
analyzed.
The analysis was tested against simulations. The results show that message-length effects are effectively modeled. In particular, the negative impact that long messages have on network performance is predicted.
APPENDIX
Let and o be permutations of switching-element input and output labels, respectively. and (x) is the symbol to which x is mapped under permutation . Lemma: For all 1 j n and H 1 ; H 2 2 H transition probability T j (H 1 ; H 2 ) = T j ( (H 1 ); (H 2 )) where is any of the switching-element mappings described above.
Inspection of equations (1-3) will reveal that permuting switching-element labels will have no effect. 
